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Save the Dream was born in 2012 with a very clear but ambitious aim: to promote and protect the core 
values of sport at a global level for the benefit young people. To achieve Save the Dream’s vision of a 
safe sport where children and young boys and girls can develop themselves through sport values, we 
were aware in the ICSS of the need to, in a traditional sport spirit, team up with key partners that share 
our values and can work in a complementary manner.

Through the Save the Dream programme, we are working hard every day to be a globally-renowned 
and respected voice in promoting the importance of sport and its social and educational values to 
young people. As a young organisation Save the Dream also needs to learn from others and to build 
on the work developed by committed people in sport organisations and governmental institutions. The 
Ibero-American region was of particular interest to our activities for this reason. Outstanding experi-
ences where sport is helping to transform societies are taking place throughout the whole community 
of Ibero-American States and, thanks to our partnership with the Spanish higher Council for Sport and 
with the Spanish Agency for International Cooperation for Development (AECID) , we were able to build 
on their experience on international sport cooperation.

But we were also attracted by the fact that the Ibero-American community is currently booming with 
some of the major world events such as the Rio 2016 Olympic and Paralympic Games, and the 2018 
Youth Olympic Games in Buenos Aires. Such events are an excellent opportunity for developing socially 
innovative initiatives.

The three-day seminar on ‘Sport as a tool for Social Transformation’ has witnessed the participation of 
top sport leaders and organisations but also a range of organisations and social activists who use sport 
to achieve their educational and social objectives. Far from preaching to the convinced, the initiative has 
also gathered concrete input on how organisations, which do not belong to the sport sector, are using 
sport activities simply because they found they are the most efficient tool to educate and to build peace. 
Last but not least the participants have been able to explore ways to untap the potential of sport for 
economic development and job creation.

You will read in the next pages about the first activity organised by Save the Dream in Latin America. You 
will find information about innovative ways to untap the potential of sport as an educational tool and 
to promote positive social change through sport across the region. I invite you to learn more about the 
projects and initiatives and to find ways to create new partnerships.

I am thankful for the commitment of our Spanish partners, our Colombians hosts and Ibero-American 
governments and civil society organisations. We have opened the way to develop new initiatives to 
further develop social innovation through sport across the region. As the great Alfredo Di Stéfano said 
“No player is as good as all together”. Together we can be a powerful agent of change.
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If anything characterises the sports movement in general and sport in particular, that would be its     
complex nature, global scale and high degree of cross-applicability. 

There are hundreds of sports specialties being practised all over the world, ranging in level from     
grassroots and amateur to professional, as part of international, national and regional championships 
or simply as a leisure activity, without losing sight of such focuses as health or training.

That said, a great number of other activities undeniably enjoy recognition and establishment at a global 
level against which sport may be comparable or is, at best, slightly more prominent. What makes sport 
truly unique is the third among those aspects mentioned above: its cross-applicability.

Sport brings people together and helps to break down the artificial barriers we have created for              
ourselves. It serves to unite rather than to divide and, through such values as respect, equality, sacrifice 
and discipline, facilitates the development of positive social awareness among its practitioners and 
even its spectators. Participating in sports competitions, whether as teammates or rivals, levels the 
playing field between and equalises people of differing economic standing, nationality, race, ideology 
or religion, not only preventing future conflicts but helping to heal the wounds of conflicts past. Through 
it, we can somehow become freer, more tolerant... it raises us up, sets us on the right track, and makes 
better people of us. This is of course on the condition that the possibilities it offers are put to proper use.

Therefore, it falls to sports organisations to develop all policies and initiatives through which to  
leverage the cross-applicability of sport to create a better world; one such example is the Ibero-                                                 
American Seminar ‘Sport as a tool for social transformation’, the proceedings of which include these 
lines. This event has given shape to the collective efforts of such prestigious entities as the Spanish 
Agency for International Development Cooperation (Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional 
para el Desarrollo, AECID), Save the Dream - an initiative launched by the International Centre for Sport 
Security - and the International Sports Press Association (Association Internationale de la Presse Sport-
ive, AIPS), together with the National Sports Council of Spain (Consejo Superior de Deportes, CSD). It was 
an effort conceived as part of a plan of action for which a number of activities are already underway.

As expected, the Seminar was a resounding success and showed that, were nation states and the 
sports movement to get involved and reach agreements with one another, they would be in a position 
not only to reduce violence, discrimination and unfair practices in sport, but to achieve the same in 
society in general. 

I therefore congratulate Save the Dream on the opportunity provided, on the Seminar itself, and on 
the many other activities it is currently pursuing, and hereby reiterate our support for all such activities      
carried out to foster best practices in sport, education, and social inclusion via the same.
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In this globalised world, sport is one of those things that acts as a unifier in relations between countries 
and people, bringing with it values (staying power, commitment, aims, teamwork, etc.) that extend be-
yond results specifically related to sport. In this sense, sport can, in its own right, serve as an instrument 
for use in development cooperation.

When we were asked to participate in the Seminar ‘Sport as a tool for social transformation’, we con-
sidered integrating this approach into the Escuelas Taller (Vocational Schools) Programme. The seminar 
represented a unique framework for sharing experiences of the work carried out over a period of more 
than twenty years in Latin America in providing employment-related training to young people of both 
sexes and limited means, through the methodology of ‘learning by doing’.

The Escuelas Taller Programme aims to bring about the social transformation and inclusion of young 
people who, once trained, have access to employment under the best possible conditions. These are 
the terms in which we at the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID) view 
training for employment, as do the institutions of those countries that have joined us in the Escuelas 
Taller Programme, co-opting its methodology accordingly.

Over the years, the Programme’s scope of action has traditionally focused on recovering Latin America’s 
built heritage through training in the trades of bricklaying, carpentry and forging. Also recently added 
to this, with excellent results, are other working areas such as tourism, craftwork, basic housing, public 
safety and security, etc.

In future, we at AECID will look to explore new lines of training that meet the region’s needs whilst 
also contributing to the Programme’s aims. Given the benefits represented by sport, we shall seek to 
integrate it into the Escuelas Taller methodology of training for employment, to which end we shall aim 
to involve ourselves both in building and maintaining sports facilities and organising and promoting 
sports activities.

There can be no doubt that a seminar like the one held at the Centro de Formación de la Cooperación 
Española (Spanish Cooperation Training Centre), Cartagena de Indias, establishes a framework for all 
of the participants to share their experiences and knowledge and serves to foster values that promote 
social inclusion as one of the aims of our involvement in the region.

 Mónica Colomer de Selva
Director of Cooperation with Latin America and the Caribbean

Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID)
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About the seminar

The ‘Ibero-American Seminar: sport as a tool for social transformation’ is the result of cooperation between 
the National Sports Council of Spain (CSD), the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation 
(AECID), and ‘Save the Dream’, an initiative launched by the International Centre for Sport Security (ICSS).

On the 10th of June 2014, the CSD and ICSS signed a Memorandum of Understanding in which they 
agreed ‘to develop programmes in regions of common interest, such as Latin America, to promote sport 
values such as gender quality, social inclusion through sport, and the protection of children and young 
people’ and ‘to organise joint events, such as conferences, seminars and workshops aimed, where nec-
essary, at promoting integrity in the sport movement’.

The Seminar is a follow-up to aforementioned Memorandum. It is part of the Programa Iberoamericano 
de Formación Técnica Especializada (Latin American Specialized Technical Training Programme, PIFTE) 
held by the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation (AECID) and of which the main ob-
jective is to contribute to the capacity building of institutions and social actors that are involved in human 
development in the region and are capable of developing and implementing public policies aimed at 
achieving greater social cohesion. Also worthy of note in respect to the organisation of this Seminar is the 
active cooperation of the Departamento Administrativo del Deporte, la Recreación, la Actividad Física y el 
Aprovechamiento del Tiempo Libre (Administrative Department of Sport, Recreation, Physical Activity and 
the Use of Free Time, Coldeportes) in Colombia, particularly in regard to selecting speakers and defining 
content. 

Objective of the seminar

The main objective of the Seminar was to outline and spread best practices in the areas of sport, culture 
and education, with a view to opening up new opportunities for cooperation and sustainable projects 
with a direct social impact in such areas, for example, as the social inclusion of young people at risk of 
exclusion and the provision of employment training for young people via the sports professions.

Participants and speakers

Government representatives with decision-making powers in sport, education and cooperation, leading 
figures in these areas, opinion leaders, and representatives from sports bodies, foundations, and NGOs.

Content

The Seminar was structured around three main topics: values teaching and the role of the media, human 
development through sport, with a special focus on the experiences of the Escuelas Taller, and the social 
returns of sport.

Each of these topics was prefaced by a keynote speech given by leading representatives of the govern-
ment, the Olympic and sports movement, and of civil society. Different experiences were then put forward 
in round table format, encouraging the exchange of views and ideas between government, sports and 
civil society representatives accordingly. The Seminar programme also included a field visit to the Escuela 
Taller in Cartagena and a dinner-debate with Colombian Olympic medallist, Mabel Mosquera.

The Seminar, being based on a multi-sectoral approach, enabled those organisations not ordinarily affil-
iated with the sports world - but which nonetheless hold the view that sport constitutes the ideal medium 
through which to educate with values - to share their experiences with Latin American civil society, sports 
and government organisations, and vice versa.

The Seminar showed that the Latin American community has notable examples to offer of the way in 
which sport’s potential for integration and the potential for social innovation within this field can be put to 
good use. In this respect, it is particularly worth noting that the Spanish Agency for International Devel-
opment Cooperation (AECID) indicated the possibility - which it is in the process of exploring along with 
other institutions and organisations - of extending the Escuelas Taller experience in Colombia to the sports 
professions. 
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At a time when the Latin American nations are preparing to host some of the world’s biggest internation-
al sports events, including the Rio 2016 Summer Olympics and Paralympics and the Buenos Aires 2018 
Summer Youth Olympics, this exchange of experiences on major sports events and developing the social 
potential of the same, aroused considerable interest among the participants.

The Seminar therefore fills a gap, as this pooling of experience between Latin American civil society and 
government institutions involved with different sectors of activity would not have taken place or, at the very 
least, would not have been as effective, had this event not been organised. 

Media partners

The International Sports Press Association (AIPS), through its Young Reporters Programme, and Corre-
sponsables, a reference resource for responsible practices in Latin America, worked in collaboration with 
the Seminar, covering its sessions and providing widespread media coverage of the same.

“Sport is essential to the Cooperación Española (Spanish Cooperation) in drawing up the next 
post-2015 development agenda.” - Mercedes Flórez
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DAY ONE: Values teaching and the role of the media

The Ibero-American Seminar: Sport as a Tool for Social Transformation, began with a presentation from 
Pedro Velázquez, Director of Social Innovation and Empowerment for Save the Dream - ICSS, who, in his 
role as Seminar coordinator, launched the breakout sessions accordingly.

The Seminar then officially opened with the following presentations: 

- Mercedes Flórez, Director of the Centro de la Formación de la Cooperación Española (Spanish                         
Cooperation Training Centre), who drew attention to the importance of both these types of events and of 
multilateral cooperation on sport as a means of contributing to social transformation.

- Andrés Botero Phillipsbourne, Director of Coldeportes (Colombia), who called for the need to promote 
and to pass on to future generations the value of sport in promoting peace and encouraging individuals 
to dream big.

- Massimiliano Montanari, Executive Director of Save the Dream - ICSS, who outlined the educational       
activities and sports-based training carried out as part of the Save the Dream programme and expressed 
his wish to see the Seminar mark the start of ongoing work between civil society and government author-
ities.

“Sport is a common good like the environment; like water or air. Therefore, we all have the responsibility 
and the right to protect it.” – Massimliano Montanari

Keynote speech: Transformations in society through sport

Andrés Botero Phillipsbourne, IOC member and Coldeportes Director

Andrés Botero underlined the use of sport in Colombia as a tool for peace and social transformation. 
He also introduced the Coldeportes initiative Deporte Social Comunitario (Community Social Sports) and 
explained its strategy of leveraging the benefits of sport for the purposes of leisure, recreation and the 
physical development of the community. This strategy is in place to ensure the Colombian people’s right to 
practise sport in all its forms, whether for elite sportspersons or for those whose life goals are not based 
around sport. It seeks to bring about social transformation through sport, with a particular focus on those 
who are vulnerable, turning sport into a space for social cohesion and harmony accordingly.

Andrés Botero also outlined the ‘Juegos de Integración Isla Fuerte’ (’Isla Fuerte Integration Games’) expe-
rience, which has been underway since 1999. This is the island’s biggest cultural and sports event. The 
aim of these games is to provide opportunities to play Community Social Sports for the benefit of the com-
munity. Included are sports such as athletics, boxing, football and softball, as well as skills in traditional 
disciplines, such as traditional canoeing, traditional triathlon, artisanal fishing, folklore festivities and open 
water swimming, which help to keep the island’s cultural traditions alive.

“A human being upon whom sport leaves an impact will foster changes in their immediate 
relationships (family members, friends, acquaintances), who will in turn become proponents 
for transformation in society. That is why sport affects not just the one, but the many.” - Andrés 
Botero Phillipsbourne
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First round table: Values teaching in sport

Objective: to highlight the educational potential of sport. To this end, points of view were put forward 
during the session by public institutions and private bodies that addressed such areas as the develop-
ment of public policies, the use of sport as an educational tool, and the importance of values in the context 
of sports training.

Composition: Jairo Giraldo, moderator and Director of Communications at the Asociación Colombiana 
de Periodistas Deportivos (Colombian Association of Sports Journalists, ACORD); Beatriz Mejía, Executive 
Director of the Grupo Internacional de Paz (International Peace Group), Colombia; Patricia Sierra, Executive 
Director of the Fundación Pies Descalzos (Barefoot Foundation), Colombia; and Pablo Felipe Serna, Presi-
dent of the Federación Colombiana de Squash (Colombian Squash Federation).

First presentation: The role of sport at the Escuela de Puertas Abiertas (Open Door School) strategy of the 
Fundación Pies Descalzos (Barefoot Foundation)
Patricia Sierra, Executive Director

Pies Descalzos is a Colombian foundation founded in 1997 by the music artist, Shakira, with the aim of 
helping to create a fairer and more inclusive country (www.fundacionpiesdescalzos.com). The Founda-
tion’s objective is to improve opportunities for the children of Colombia through education by following a 
comprehensive model for action by means of the Escuelas Puertas Abiertas (Open Door School) strategy, 
based around three core aspects: Quality Public Education, Nutrition, and Life Skills.

The Foundation’s projects, which benefit more than 67,000 children, young people and adults, are being 
implemented through new educators who are always ready and willing to be there for the children, using 
the school as a community development centre and thereby promoting a better quality of life through 
quality education and proper nutrition. This strategic approach strengthens the promotion of processes of 
personal growth and sustainable development, with a view to ensuring that those participating recognise 
their abilities and take advantage of them to contribute to progress within their own communities.

The Foundation uses sports, cultural and recreational activities to develop life skills that help to shape life 
goals and promote opportunities for transformation towards Peace, Equality and Social Harmony. 

Second presentation: ‘Beisboleritos, mi vida es un diamante’ (’Little Baseballers - My Life is a Diamond’)
Beatriz Mejía Restrepo, Executive Director, Grupo Internacional de Paz (International Peace Group)

Grupo Internacional de Paz (gipcolombia.org) aims, through its ‘Beisboleritos, mi vida es un diamante’ 
programme, for children and adolescents to respond proactively to the threats around them. 

How far can sport go in changing reality? There exist different levels of impact within sport: 1. occupying 
free time; 2. promoting values; 3. influencing social risk factors; 4. developing community capabilities. The 
aim is to achieve greater outreach in prevention terms so as to progress from stage 1 to 4. ‘If we want to 
use sport to make positive transformations in society, it is important to know what we want to achieve with 
it. Otherwise, the scope of influence achieved through the initiative will be less than that of its potential.’ 
Through this programme, Grupo Internacional de Paz uses baseball as an agent for social transforma-
tion, reducing risk factors for minors in respect of getting caught up in illegal activities and violence, this 
being of vital importance in a country like Colombia, which is undergoing a peace process, having struck 
blows against the conflict and violent demonstrations. 

“The number of children currently caught up in the conflict could fill Maracanã football stadium 4 
times over.” - Beatriz Mejía
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Third presentation: ‘Squash Urbano’ (‘Urban Squash’)
Pablo Felipe Serna C., President of the Federación Colombiana de Squash (Colombian Squash Federation)

Urban Squash is an initiative launched by the Federación Colombiana de Squash, www.squashcolombia.
org.co, in which sport and education go hand in hand. The idea is to build values such as discipline, sac-
rifice and perseverance, showing that sports are not merely for show, but also constitute an educational 
tool based on emotions and leadership.

In Colombia, access to sport is limited. For this reason, those leading the project began by identifying the 
barriers to progress: lack of sports arenas in educational institutions, single-sport approach, insufficient 
resources for developing sports talent, and limited corporate support by comparison with other countries. 
Squash Urbano Colombia (Urban Squash Colombia) is an academic and sports programme that of-
fers opportunities to change the lives of children from families of limited means through education and 
squash. It is the first programme in which children between the ages of 9 and 17 receive both education 
and sports training through squash. Despite squash’s image - at least in Colombia - as an elite sport, 
the children participating in the programme are not among the economic elite. The programme is based 
on the following principles: ‘Aprender a Conocerte, Conocer cómo hacer, Saber vivir, Saber ser’ (‘Get to 
know yourself, Know how to do, Know how to live, Know how to be’). The idea is to provide children with 
a comprehensive education, not only in terms of sport but for life in general, giving them the opportunity, 
among other things, to learn a foreign language.

Keynote speech: Sport, values, and the role of the media 
Iván Dibós, IOC member, Radio and Television Commission

Having had the opportunity to be a sportsman in various disciplines, it is the most important thing ever to 
have happened to me. Through it I have been able to feel and understand sport, in all its dimensions, and 
sportspeople, knowing what they feel and what sport means to them. 

Practicing sport is a human right whose main purpose, in terms of the Olympic ideal, is to educate young 
people through such examples as Jesse Owens and Lutz Long, who walked around the Berlin Olympic 
Stadium together after the Long Jump finals, won by Owens, at a time when Hitler was claiming the Ary-
an race as unique, looking down on others. Despite this, the two were seen embracing, demonstrating 
sport’s success in bringing people together regardless of race, customs or beliefs, even during that difficult 
period between the two world wars during which Owens lived.

In this day and age, technology makes it possible for the whole world to gain access to the Olympics 
and other sports events. The regular increases in the Games’ viewing figures underline the importance 
and positive influence the media can have in publicising sport and passing on its values, along with the 
responsibility incumbent upon them as a result.

“Sport unites people; it has neither race nor creed.” - Iván Dibós
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Keynote speech: Sport, values, and the role of the media 
Jairo Giraldo, Director of Communications at ACORD Colombia

‘Our words may be forgotten, but their impact will always be remembered’. With this opening statement, 
Jairo Giraldo illustrated the sentimental value that the media’s contributions can come to acquire. Leaving 
aside issues of responsibility, Jairo focused on those aspects relating to communication as a means of 
creating lasting memories in the collective imagination.

That said, the ability to arouse feelings should never be exercised at the expense of faithfulness to the 
facts when giving information on the realities of sport. Another important aspect of a sports reporter’s job 
is their power to reflect those aspects which can help to enhance social cohesion. Sport has such a power, 
and the media plays a crucial role in its amplification.

“People may forget what was said, but they will never forget how it made them feel.” 
- Jairo Giraldo

Keynote speech: Development and protection of youth in sport
Emanuel Macedo de Medeiros, CEO of ICSS Europe 

The ICSS is an international, independent non-profit organisation whose aim is to improve safety, security 
and integrity in the sports world. The ICSS works with governments, federations, clubs, leagues and event 
organisers. The ICSS provides expert services and global knowledge, advising on event security, strategic 
security and investigations into corruption in sport. 

The ICSS is committed to safeguarding sport and its values among younger people through from entry to 
professional level, enthusiasts included. It is important to note that, in sport, all children and young people 
deserve to be valued and treated with the utmost respect, dignity and integrity so as to ensure their per-
sonal, physical, educational and social development.

ICSS’ main aims include making sport accessible and available to all, as well as ensuring its freedom from 
abuse and discrimination and, above all, that it can be practised in a safe environment.

Keynote speech: Educating with values: building peace in Guayaquil through street football
Nelsa Curbelo, founder of ‘Ser Paz’ (’Being in Peace’)

Nelsa Curbelo shared with the participants her experience of working with young gang members in 
Guayaquil and explained how football has played a decisive role in changing the lives of whole groups 
of such youths, along with the extension of the concept to Barranquilla, where the ‘Va Jugando’ (’Keep on 
Playing’) programme has gained crucial importance in reintegrating individuals and groups into Colom-
bian society. 

Through sport, great strides have been made towards preventing urban violence, with new opportunities 
for social integration.

The starting point for gaining an understanding of the situation was accepting that those responsible for 
violence are not young people, but society, where a climate of violence already exists and in which vio-
lence is part of daily life.

In order to successfully bring about transformation in society, it is necessary to go beyond mere criticism 
and pointing out where things are going wrong, as this only reinforces the very thing being fought. This 
being the case, the opportunities and rewards that working at street level can bring are numerous: ‘Noth-
ing grows from diamonds, manure makes flowers bloom’. She further clarified that the important thing is 
not to educate in values but rather to educate with values, and that sport, as a bearer of values in its own 
right, proves highly effective in achieving this. On account of its intrinsic value, sport cannot be seen as a 
tool, and support for its practice needs no justification whatsoever.
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“Sport has value in and of itself. It is not a tool. Sport in itself bears value. Sport needs no justifica-
tion, any more than love and friendship need to be justified.” - Nelsa Curbelo

rt unites people; it has neither race nor creed. Iván Dibós
Dinner-debate with Mabel Mosquera Mena, Olympic medallist in weightlifting (Colombia)

Mabel Mosquera shared her life story with the attendees, showing how sport has helped her to advance 
socially from a position of extreme disadvantage. She started off in speed athletics. It was not until she 
reached the age of 30 that she began weightlifting, in which she achieved her greatest results as a sports-
woman. She was awarded gold in the women’s 53kg with a total of 195kg at the Santo Domingo 2003 Pan 
American Games. That same year, at the 2003 World Weightlifting Championships held in Canada, she 
placed fifth by lifting a total of 200 kg, qualifying her for the Athens 2004 Olympics. On the 15th of August 
2004 in Athens, she achieved the greatest success of her sports career. ‘No matter how experienced you 
are, you’re always afraid when competing. I was very nervous doing the snatch. I performed the moves 
badly, I was doomed. I had to have a few ‘light slaps’, and that’s when I woke up!’ In a last ditch attempt, 
her lift won her the bronze at 35 years of age, when the majority of weightlifters retire at 31.

At 43, she upholds the premise of pushing further ahead, on which basis she is currently qualifying as 
a specialist in Sports Management, which she hopes will enable her to achieve her dream of becoming 
Director of Coldeportes, sharing this with the seminar participants. 

“Being a medallist opened up doors and opportunities for me, such as studying Physical Culture, 
Sport and Recreation at the Universidad de Santo Tomás in Bucaramanga and doing what I love 
for a living at the Instituto Departamental de Deportes de Santander (Santander Departmental 
Institute of Sport, InderSantander).” - Mabel Mosquera Mena
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DAY TWO: Human development through sport

Keynote speech: The Escuelas Taller experience as a development cooperation programme 
Miguel del Mazo Salgado, AECID

If the aim of Official Development Assistance is to fight poverty, the Escuelas Taller Programme, launched 
by the Cooperación Española (Spanish Cooperation), seeks to contribute to this aim by training young 
people, of both sexes who lack access to conventional training. It is based on a methodology that prioritis-
es the practical over the theoretical (LEARNING BY DOING) in order to improve their prospects for entering 
the labour market and fostering their inclusion into society accordingly.

For young people, the beneficiaries of this programme, access to training is completely free and non-dis-
criminatory in nature. Specific vocational school projects are adapted to the areas in which they are locat-
ed based on the works or services needed by the community in which the young people are doing their 
training, thereby boosting local resources at the same time.

The Escuelas Taller Programme originated in Spain in 1985 and was used by the Development Coop-
eration from 1991 onwards, proving highly successful not only in terms of training, social inclusion and 
employment, but also in terms of rehabilitating cultural heritage. One such example is the Cartagena 
Training Centre, the venue for this seminar, which was rehabilitated by students from the Escuela Taller in 
Cartagena.

Since the Programme’s launch in 1991 and up to the end of 2014, 266 projects have been carried out 
across 24 countries, having trained 27,383 young people, with an employment rate of 80%.

“Vocational schools derive from the need to get youths at risk into work and include them in soci-
ety. 266 projects, across 67 cities in 24 countries, through which 27,383 young people have been 
trained. “ - Miguel del Mazo

Second round table: The experience of the Escuelas Taller in Latin America. Sport as a source of employ-
ment and entrepreneurship

Objective: to offer positive experiences of public institutions and private organisations in utilising the em-
powering potential of sport to create employment. Special attention was drawn to the experience of the 
Escuelas-Taller in Colombia and the potential of sport for developing this programme.

Moderated by Jairo Giraldo, the round table was composed of Samuel Azout, President of the Fundación 
Fútbol con Corazón (Football with Heart Foundation), Colombia; Lisa Solmirano, Fundación Fútbol para el 
Desarrollo (Football for Development Foundation), Argentina; Nadia Moreno, A Ganar (Let’s Win), Colom-
bia; and Ángela Medellín, Coordinator of the Programa Nacional Escuelas Taller de Colombia (Colombian 
National Vocational Schools Programme).

First presentation: Social entrepreneurship: fresh hope
Samuel Azout, President of Fútbol con Corazón (Colombia)

Samuel Azout is the founder and president of one of Colombia’s most successful social enterprises: Fútbol 
con Corazón (Football with Heart, FCC). FCC offers training in life skills, gender equality and the prevention 
of violence. FCC began by identifying some of the existing obstacles to child, youth and adolescent de-
velopment. What is wrong with the public sector/private sector/voluntary sector triangle? Firstly, the State 
does not have the resources to effectively guarantee people’s rights in education and sport. Secondly, 
the private sector does not generate the employment opportunities required. Finally, the voluntary sector 
tends towards dependency on aid and lacks sustainability. FCC endeavours to act in such a way as to 
revitalise this virtuous triangle. 
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FCC utilises a curriculum for building values and cognitive, social and emotional skills through football as 
a complement to schooling for children and young people and to prepare them for entering employment 
later on. This involves developing dynamic models of social entrepreneurship that integrate aspects of the 
private, public and voluntary sectors. As Samuel Azout says: ‘We are not trying to change the game; we 
are playing a different game, providing opportunities for all of our children and young people’.

“It’s not about changing the rules of the game, but playing a different game.” - Samuel Azout

Second presentation: The experience of the Fundación Fútbol para el Desarrollo (FUDE)
Lisa Solmirano, Fundación FUDE (Football for Development Foundation), Argentina

FUDE was set up in 2007 to promote and uphold human rights and to reduce the social exclusion of chil-
dren and young people. The Foundation uses sports as a catalyst for collective and transformative social 
practices with a view to integrating and getting young people involved in sports.

To this end, it starts by identifying young people’s needs, taking account of the inclusion of women, not 
only in football but in different training activities.

The lines of action are as follows: strengthening grassroots sports organisations capable of securing ac-
cess to sport for children and young people; including women in sports and training activities; leadership 
and participation; and leadership training, facilitating access to employment, and self-management.
The programme has succeeded in linking the training process with the potential demand for services and 
products in the area of amateur sport, within a local context. Examples include short courses combined 
with traineeships, through long-term programmes, and partnerships with the Ministry of Labour, within 
the framework of monetary payments and certification.

In this respect, 250 young people have previously taken part in referee training courses and 40 have 
completed professionally qualifying traineeships within sports institutions (as assistant coaches and as-
sistants).

FUDE recruited 40% of graduates for its programme Liga Fútbol para la Oportunidad Social (Football for 
Social Opportunity League, FOS).

“Romina (age 26) is the mother of 3 children, has no formal employment, and looks after her chil-
dren during the week. She wasn’t keen on football, but her current partner worked as a referee 
and she went with him to the pitch on weekends. She began to develop an interest in refereeing. 
When courses began, she took note. In 2014, she started training as an assistant referee in youth 
associations and women’s football. At the start of 2015, she began presiding over junior and 
adult matches as a referee. This year she went back to high school. She aims to set an example 
for her eldest daughter.” - Lisa Solmirano

Third presentation: The A Ganar experience
Nadia Moreno, A Ganar (Let’s Win), Colombia

It’s no secret that football inspires feelings and emotions and has the ability to move millions. Taking as a 
starting point its firm belief in the positive influence that football can have on society, ‘Partners of the Amer-
icas (Partners)’ launched this programme as a way to contribute to transforming society through football. 
Since 2005, Partners has implemented A Ganar with financing from the Inter-American Development 
Bank (IDB) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID). The main objective of ‘A 

Ganar’ is to help youth in Latin America and the Caribbean find work, acquire entrepreneurial skills, or 
re-enter the formal education system. ‘A Ganar’ bases its programme on developing, through football, 6 
essential skills for life and entering employment: communication, teamwork, discipline, respect, a focus 
on results, and self-improvement.
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The programme has had a very positive impact. Approximately 70% of participants graduate from the 
programme. 74% of graduates find formal employment, re-enter the formal education system or start up 
a business within one year. More than 14,000 young people have taken part in A Ganar. More than 200 
companies have engaged with A Ganar by offering traineeships, hiring young people, and providing 
mentors or sponsorship for training.

Fourth presentation: Escuelas-Taller Colombia
Ángela María Medellín, Coordinator of the Programa Nacional Escuelas Taller (National Vocational Schools 
Programme), Colombia

The Programa Nacional Escuelas Taller de Colombia – Herramientas de Paz (Colombian National Vo-
cational Schools Programme - Tools for Peace) is grounded in the recognition of and respect for cultural 
differences and seeks to build local capacities for social and economic development based on three prin-
ciples: 1. the enhancement, ownership and safeguarding of cultural heritage; 2. a differential approach 
and affirmative action among local communities, with a particular focus on those at greatest risk; 3. en-
trepreneurship and cultural and creative industries.

The Programme combines culture, entrepreneurship, training for employment, human development and 
the skills required to provide the country with alternatives for social and economic development. As such, 
it seeks to safeguard cultural heritage by training young people in vulnerable situations in traditional oc-
cupations linked to cultural heritage. 

The programme comprises three lines of action: A. training for employment and human development in 
occupations inherently linked to cultural heritage, as provided by tradition-bearers and veteran teachers; 
B. cultural entrepreneurship: setting up production units associated with training workshops; C. competi-
tiveness-enhancing management: building networks.

The Escuelas Taller have been proven to function as peace laboratories that facilitate social harmony and 
respect for differences. They have successfully taught group work, the ability to show respect for others, 
leadership and healthy competition, enabling students to adopt social behaviours that facilitate their de-
velopment as members of society.

Field visit to the Cartagena Escuela Taller (Vocational School)

The Cartagena Escuela Taller offers an example of a training centre where young people in vulnerable 
situations receive training in traditional occupations with the aim of conserving and enhancing cultural 
heritage. Access to employment is made easier for students using a training system that marries theo-
retical instruction with real, on-site work. The visit enabled those attending to learn first-hand about an 
Escuela Taller experience and gave them the opportunity to appreciate the value of sport in developing 
this professional training system through the provision of training in sports professions (e.g. instructors, 
trainers, etc.) or those related to sport (e.g. maintaining sports facilities).

Third round table: Best practices in inclusion through sport (I)

Objective: to offer positive experiences of public institutions and private organisations in leveraging sport’s 
potential for integration, along with concrete examples of social innovation in this area.

Moderated by Jairo Giraldo, the round table was composed of Mercedes Coghen, Spanish Basketball 
Federation; Hernán Quintero Cardona, the International Organisation for Migration; Carlos López Silva, 
Unión Argentina de Rugby (Argentine Rugby Union); and León Oliver, ‘Colombianitos’ (’Little Colombians’).

Being a medallist opened up doors and opportunities for me, such as studying Physical Culture, Sport 
and Recreation at the Universidad de Santo Tomás in Bucaramanga and doing what I love for a living at 
the Instituto Departamental de Deportes de Santander (Santander Departmental Institute of Sport, Inder-
Santander). Mabel Mosquera
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First presentation: Basketball transforms society
Mercedes Coghen, Spanish Basketball Federation (FEB)

The ‘Casa España’ project launched by the Spanish Basketball Federation in Senegal was born of the firm 
belief that basketball can serve as a means to bring about positive social transformation. The initiative 
forms part of a corporate social responsibility strategy based around three core elements: all-round ed-
ucation (education-training, culture, integration, values), health (nutrition, healthy lifestyles, leisure educa-
tion), and international cooperation (development, training, and education). 

The project is the result of cooperation between the FEB and the Senegalese Ministry of Education, the City 
Council of Dakar, the Fédération Sénégalaise de Basket-Ball (Senegalese Basketball Federation) and the 
municipal authorities of Hann Bel Air, a fishing community stricken by extreme poverty. The FEB previously 
enjoyed the institutional and financial support of the National Sports Council of Spain (CSD), AECID, and the 
Cabildo (inter-island council) of the Canary Islands.

The methodology behind the project is founded on three pillars: education, health and nutrition, and 
sports. The latter includes an introduction to basketball through a recreational approach. Within the pro-
gramme, basketball serves as an activity for healthy, personalised, fun training. The educational oppor-
tunity that Casa España provides, based on a 50-50 mix, has succeeded in preventing truancy and im-
proved the quality of life for its attendees. The first generation to take the official final examination achieved 
a pass rate of 100%, with Casa España being recognised as a ‘Centre of Educational Excellence’ by the 
Senegalese Ministry of Education as a result.

The Casa España project also enjoys the support of icons in Senegalese and Spanish basketball and even 
the NBA, these having visited the centre several times a year, giving its participants an extra motivational 
boost. The FEB’s initial 3-year commitment to the project has now been met, but there remains a strong 
commitment to meeting the existing challenges, mainly financial in nature, to be able to continue with this 
project of education and integration through basketball, which provides hope for a better future for its 350 
students. 
 

“Casa España is more than just a sports project. It’s a project that will work to ensure that the 
people of Senegal don’t emigrate to Europe.” - Mbagnick N’Diaye, Senegalese Minister for Sport

A human being upon whom sport leaves an impact will foster changes in their immediate relationships 
(family members, friends, acquaintances), who will in turn become proponents for transformation in so-
ciety. That is why sport affects not just the one, but the many. Andrés Botero Phillipsbourne
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Second presentation: Fútbol al Derecho (Football for Rights)
Hernan Quintero Cardona, Director of Prevention and Ethnic Affairs at the International Organisation for 
Migration.

Fútbol al Derecho (Football for Rights) is a non-governmental programme that seeks to promote the rights 
of children, adolescents and young people and to strengthen public policies concerning children, adoles-
cents and the prevention of forced recruitment in Colombia. 

Football helps to get people interested in educational activities and, in doing so, be able to carry out pre-
vention work among children and adolescents at high risk.

The strategy, based on sport, brings together the State, the family, and all actors involved. This results in all 
being aware of the importance of safeguarding the rights of children and adolescents and the strength-
ening of those public policies concerning children and adolescents designed to guarantee minors’ rights. 
The aim is therefore to reduce social exclusion to a minimum, implementing protective environments in 
which children can thrive safely and securely, removing them from risk and, first and foremost, guaran-
teeing their rights.

Football provides youths with a safe space through which to distance them from violence. The figure of 
‘TEACHER’ or ‘COACH’ provides vulnerable communities with the tools to create spaces of respect and 
leadership, developing psychological-sports processes grounded in values.

Third presentation: Cambio de Paso (Side Step)
Carlos López Silva, Argentine Rugby Union

‘Cambio de Paso’ (‘Side Step’) is a project that uses rugby in prisons and in the suburbs as a tool in be-
haviour modification and offender rehabilitation programs. The project, based in Argentina, was originally 
inspired by similar international experiences. The educational essence of rugby, which is a fundamental 
factor in the sport’s origins, is what keeps the initiative running.

The project receives no financial, government or any other kind of support. Nonetheless, it has managed 
to keep going for 5 years. Inside a prison, there is a great deal of scope for this kind of initiative, given 
that sport in prison proves a highly attractive tool where there exists an implicit agreement to accept the 
adopted norms and behaviours.

The results achieved through this initiative have shown that, even in an area as complex as prison can be, 
sport can be used to change the way in which inmates view the world and their future prospects. Rugby 
helps to develop attitudes based around teamwork, learning to respect unspoken rules without the need 
for a judge to get involved. Therein lies the paradox: the inmates, who have been imprisoned for breaking 
the rules, have learned to play by the rules imposed by the same game. Among other achievements, the 
project has successfully managed to turn at least fifteen ex-convicts into rugby trainers outside of prison, 
who then replicate their experiences in prison in their neighbourhood together with their friends and 
family.

“Through the systematic practice of rugby, we aim for prisoners to learn to abide by rules and 
put into practice the values that this sport requires. 15 ex-convicts are now rugby trainers on the 
outside.” - Carlos López Silva
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Fourth presentation: Goles para una vida mejor (Goals for a better life)
León Oliver, Colombianitos

‘Goles para una vida mejor’ (‘Goals for a better life’) is the product of a partnership between Colombi-
anitos and Tiempo de Juego (Playtime). The term ‘goals’ is used as a metaphor for life, but in a broader 
sense, as a way to take control of one’s destiny. 

The Project seeks to promote social development in children and young adults among the most vul-
nerable populations in Cartagena through a model of social harmony that promotes sport, recreation, 
education, culture and health as effective strategies for improving their quality of life and that of their 
community.

The idea is to enable children and adolescents to put their time to constructive use through sports, 
cultural and recreational activities outside of school hours. Likewise, this enables the organisation to pro-
vide them with psycho-social care and guidance on their life goals, social skills, self-esteem, and their 
different development areas.

In the 4 years it has been running, a total of 4,850 children and adolescents have benefited each year 
from the ’Goles para una vida mejor’ programme, with 99% of participants entering the education sys-
tem, 632 of whom have graduated from high school and 12 others being awarded university grants; 3 
of whom are now qualified professionals.
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DAY THREE: Social returns of sport

Keynote speech: Sport: economic asset and social asset
Raúl Chapado, Global Sport Management & Strategy (independent professional) 

These days, sport has morphed into a catalyst for social transformation and, although the effects and 
benefits associated with sport are numerous, health is the most important thing. However, sport also 
imparts positive values, brings people together, inspires people, and is an essential part of the overall 
development of individuals and societies.

One of the issues currently being faced is that, in some cases, sport and sports events are used to exhibit 
behaviours that have nothing to do with sport, such as violence, xenophobia, intolerance and unfair prac-
tices. All actors involved in the development of sport must take drastic action to eliminate such behaviours 
and attitudes.

Today sport has developed into a major industry that is undergoing constant growth. Sport is both an ac-
tive and passive consumer product that generates employment, develops infrastructures and has a direct 
impact on countries’ economic growth (GDP). However, sport also helps to increase two social wealth indi-
ces whose value is often overlooked, namely the per capita health index and per capita happiness index.
Part of this industry are sports events which, if thought through, planned and organised with a clear view 
and a sense of responsibility, generate a great deal of social and economic benefits and positioning for 
the cities and countries organising them. This in turn leaves a true legacy (cultural, sports, educational, 
social and economic) for new generations.

Fourth round table: Best practices in inclusion through sport (II)

Objective: to offer positive experiences of public institutions and private organisations in leveraging sport’s 
potential for integration, along with concrete examples of social innovation in this area.

With Halimy Sugve of Corresponsables Colombia serving as moderator, the round table comprised José 
Manuel Azpiroz Bravo, Deputy Director-General of the Subsecretaría de Prevención y Participación Ciu-
dadana de la Secretaría de Gobernación (Subsecretariat for Crime Prevention and Citizen Participation, 
Mexican Ministry of the Interior); José Carlos Velázquez, President of the Fundación para el Desarrollo del 
Deporte Escolar (Foundation for the Development of Sport in Schools), Mexico; Juan Carlos Peña Quintero, 
Deputy Director of Coldeportes; and Pedro José Rodríguez, Directorate of Youth Affairs, National Police 
Force, Nicaragua.

First presentation: Sport as a tool for the social prevention of violence and crime.
The Mexican Ministry of the Interior’s Crime Prevention Programme
Juan Manual Azpiroz Bravo, Deputy Director-General of the Ministry of the Interior, Mexico

The Ministry of the Interior’s Crime Prevention Programme uses sport as a tool for the social prevention of 
violence and crime. Covering areas subject to the highest levels of social and economic vulnerability, this 
programme works with young people and children up to 29 years of age, given that this applies to those 
who experience the greatest exposure to risk factors.

Part of the prevention process involves reclaiming public spaces, with a view to implementing measures 
that help to reduce opportunities and incentives for violence and crime, and encouraging actions that 
promote ownership through activities that contribute to human development, public safety and security, 
and social cohesion.

The aim is to make drastic changes to relations of coexistence, strengthening the bonds of trust, solidarity 
and cooperation. Physical activity, especially among children and young people, is a cornerstone of this 
strategy, proving highly effective in counteracting risk factors and promoting physical and mental health 
and community wellbeing.
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Thanks to the Mexican Government’s efforts, 8,560 youths have benefited from these programmes, 
among whom 20% are female. Furthermore, 59 sports academies have opened throughout 54 munici-
palities in 29 states and include public spaces for sports and recreation.

Second presentation: Sport as a tool for the social prevention of violence and crime. A model for social 
harmony in sport. Area of action: Tepito, the ‘Barrio Bravo’ (‘Tough Neighbourhood’)
José Carlos Velázquez, President of the Fundación para el Desarrollo del Deporte Escolar (Foundation for 
the Development of Sport in Schools, FUDDE), Mexico

The Fundación para el Desarrollo del Deporte Escolar (Foundation for the Development of Sport in Schools) 
is a social movement that promotes the pursuit of sports and physical activity at school age as a strategy 
for combating social problems such as violence, childhood obesity, drug use and discrimination.

FUDDE operates on the understanding that violence and crime are rooted in the family unit, this subse-
quently being replicated in schools and within the community, noting that the strategy to be adopted must 
be formative and creative accordingly.

Its strategies are implemented through such tools as violence and crime prevention workshops aimed 
at students, parents, and teachers. It also organises Torneos de Convivencia Deportiva (Tournaments for 
Social Harmony in Sport) i.e. activities that bring children together through different sports disciplines: foot-
ball, basketball, volleyball and athletics.

The Torneos de Convivencia Deportiva differ in nature from the concept of competition in that the important 
part is not the end result but, in training teams regardless of age, sex or special abilities, the fostering of 
awareness and the application of civic values.

Lastly, as the Foundation is a member of the International School Sport Federation (ISF), as an incentive and 
reward, one student from each school is offered the chance to act as a spokesperson for the programme 
at an international event.

“Violence and crime are rooted in the family unit, this subsequently being replicated in school 
and the community; the strategy must not merely be repressive, but formative in a creative way.” 
- José Carlos Velázquez

Third presentation: Programa Supérate Intercolegiados (Supérate Intercollegiate Programme)
Juan Carlos Peña Quintero, Deputy Director of Coldeportes, Colombia
www.superateintercolegiados.org

Supérate Intercolegiados is a programme comprising Sports Competitions, Incentives and Extended 
School Sports Days aimed at providing opportunities to practise sports, with a focus on inclusion, fostering 
the all-round development of the country’s children, adolescents, and youths, with or without an educa-
tion. Participation in the programme has soared in the last 4 years. Numbers increased from 905,545 par-
ticipants in 2012 to 2,164,559 participants in 2014 and shows no signs of slowing. It currently covers 99% 
of the country’s municipalities, with the target of reaching the full 100%. The Incentives programme seeks 
to encourage and incentivise sports winners to continue studying, developing healthy lifestyle habits and 
a thirst for learning; whether during or following life as an athlete. Extended School Sports Days represent 
a national strategy that, through teaching and learning processes, act as a complement to the education 
provided to the country’s children, adolescents and young people, outside of school hours.

Casa España is more than just a sports project. It’s a project that will work to ensure that the people of 
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Fourth presentation: Strategy of shared responsibility between society and the government for the use of 
sport in violence prevention
Pedro José Rodríguez, Directorate of Youth Affairs, National Police Force, Nicaragua

Since its foundation in 1979, the Policía Nacional de Nicaragua (National Police of Nicaragua) has focused 
its efforts on children, adolescents and young people in respect to the prevention of youth violence, emo-
tional control, and avoiding the use and abuse of drugs. This focus has been heightened since 2000 with 
youth gangs in Nicaragua’s neighbouring countries committing countless criminal acts and endangering 
the security of said countries’ neighbourhoods and homes. To tackle this issue, Honduras, Guatemala and 
El Salvador developed plans to crack down on youth violence, which only resulted in yet more violence.

Nicaragua opted to offer a helping hand, setting up the Dirección de Asuntos Juveniles (Directorate of 
Youth Affairs) as a special advisory unit through which to help young people at risk and with behavioural 
issues. These are addressed based on the model of shared responsibility - in which parents play an 
important role, accepting and caring for their children just the way they are - with the involvement of 
the parents, religious community leaders and organised members of the communities, in which young 
people with the most problems, playing football with them serving as the main pretext for bringing them 
together. They are subsequently trained in areas such as peaceful coexistence, leadership, self-esteem 
and conflict resolution. 11,202 young people signed the ‘No More Violence’ agreement up to 2014 and 3 
youth football schools are undergoing improvement with places for 240 children each year, not aimed at 
scouting for talent but, rather, at fostering values in children through football. 35 referees, 40 trainers with 
‘C’ licences and 36 youths trained in sports health and safety received training at these schools. All such 
training was provided by Spanish experts working with the Junta de Andalucía (Regional Government of 
Andalusia), by whom this project under the National Police of Nicaragua is funded.

Fifth round table: Major sports events and their social legacy

Objective: to offer positive experiences of public institutions and private organisations in managing major 
sports events and developing the social potential of the same, with a particular emphasis on innovation.
Moderated by Halimy Sugve, the round table was composed of: Clemencia Anaya Maya, Advisor to the 
Coldeportes Board; Bernardo de la Garza, Guadalajara 2011 Pan American Games; and Mariana Behr, 
Head of Education on the Rio 2016 Organising Committee.

First presentation: Medellin 2010 South American Games
Clemencia Anaya Maya, Advisor to the Coldeportes Board

For Medellin, which went through two decades of explosions, destruction and street violence, even losing 
its own identity as a city and being dubbed internationally as the most dangerous place in the world, host-
ing the 2010 South American Games signalled an opportunity to rise from the rubble, regain confidence 
and, above all, transform society. This therefore served as an excellent example of sport’s potential for 
rebuilding a community’s future.

Having the Games take place in Medellin acted as a catalyst for the people of Antioquia, who were burst-
ing with joy and excitement about staging them, with the firm intent of showing off the new Medellin, a 
different city. Today, Colombia, along with the rest of the world, sees the Capital of the Mountain through 
different eyes.

Medellin is a city where sport is alive and part of its residents’ lives. Its public policy on sports follows a 
unique model that has made the arenas available to the people, as part of the legacy of organising the 
Games that hosted more than 3,800 athletes from 15 countries. Likewise, the Colombia 2011 FIFA U-20 
World Cup helped to throw open the stadium doors to tourists, residents and visitors alike.
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In the last few years, Medellin has been transformed through a public policy aimed at improving society, 
starting with the youngest generation. The alignment of its leaders’ and residents’ efforts has enabled the 
implementation of strong inclusion programmes, supported by an improvement in the quality of educa-
tion, culture, and sport, which have helped towards forging new paths for the future of its young residents.

“The Medellin Games were, without doubt, the best collective and stimulating strategy to give 
hope to a depressed society that wanted to change its way of life and which regained confidence 
in its own ability to achieve its goals.” - Clemencia Anaya Maya

Second presentation: Guadalajara 2011 Pan American Games
Bernardo de la Garza

Why stage a major sports event? One way to answer this question would be to refer to the three main 
products of organising a major sports event: image/promoting the destination, generating investment 
and development, and sports or political bodies’ internal strategies. But there also is a by-product that 
should be taken into account, potentially being more important still: social legacy. Organising sports events 
brings immediate social benefits in terms of infrastructure, feelings of pride and joy, belonging and social 
harmony, in addition to civic values. It can also give rise to sports culture and amortise infrastructure costs.
In the particular case of Guadalajara 2011, the city was witness to a highly engaging civic effort that, 
regrettably, fell by the wayside. The main product was successful: a high-quality event, organised suc-
cessfully, highly favourable sports results that inspired pride and joy. Furthermore, the by-product (social 
legacy) also left its mark: today’s society is more active, with better athletes, and better facilities thanks to 
the event.

In conclusion, staging major sports events can give rise to numerous positives for society. The important 
part is ensuring that the feelings and efforts that sport inspires are tapped into and put to good use, not 
just at the time, but with the longer term in mind.

Third presentation: The promotion of sport and sports values in organising the Rio 2016 Olympics and 
Paralympics
Mariana Behr, Head of Education on the Rio 2016 Organising Committee

The Organising Committee for the Rio 2016 Olympics and Paralympics doesn’t just have to get the sports 
arenas finished on time. The organisers have also taken on a certain responsibility in respect to the Games’ 
legacy. The event must be serve as an opportunity to pass on sports values, in particular to children and 
adolescents, raising awareness of what sport is and what it can mean to society.

However, in addition to promoting and instilling sports values, Rio 2016 has the unenviable task of intro-
ducing new sports to a country dominated by football. Achieving this means making people aware that 
other sports do exist and getting them involved in this sports festival. One of the cornerstones used to raise 
awareness in society has been Paralympic sports, it being emphasised that these are just as important as 
the Olympics to the Rio 2016 programme. 

In this respect, different agreements have been reached with municipalities and sports confederations 
to develop a joint educational project based around sport. Specific learning materials have also been 
prepared for use in the education centres. 275,000 students have taken part in this educational project, 
promoting, among other things, the introduction of new sports and making it easier for students to gain 
access to new disciplines and new experiences accordingly. 
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Additional presentations: 

- The 2013 World Speed Skating Championships or how a sports event changed the lives of Barrancaber-
meja’s citizens. Orlando Russo Díaz, Director of the Instituto municipal de deportes de Barrancabermeja 
(Institute for Sport and Recreation of Barrancabermeja, INDERBA), Colombia

- Promoting physical activity with the ‘Honduras Actívate’ (‘Get Moving, Honduras’) programme. Speaker: 
Juan David Serrano Rodríguez, Honduras Presidential Palace Monitoring Officer
 

Conclusions and proposals for action

The seminar closed with presentations from Coldeportes, as represented by Juan Carlos Peña Quintero, 
AECID, represented by Miguel del Mazo Salgado, and Massimiliano Montanari, Executive Director of Save 
the Dream - ICSS.

The organisers confirmed the participants’ positive assessment of the seminar’s development and agreed 
to conduct follow-up activities accordingly. In this respect, those organisations present were called upon 
to put forward ideas as to where next to go with the initiative. Massimiliano Montanari indicated a number 
of concrete proposals including, for example, an invitation to participate in future activities organised by 
Save the Dream, such as the ‘Sport for Hope’ event in New York (Times Square) on the 3rd of November 
2015. He also announced the initiative’s continuation through a specific platform created by Save the 
Dream, such as would facilitate the exchange of best practices, experiences and ideas in Latin America. 
He also referred to Save the Dream’s commitment to play an active part in the development of activities 
aimed at promoting best practices in sport, education, and social inclusion.
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Clemencia Anaya Maya 

Clemencia is Colombian, born in Bogota. She graduated with a degree in Physical Ed-
ucation and Journalism, with postgraduate qualifications in Information Technology for 
Education Management, Senior Management and Olympic Philosophy obtained from the 
International Olympic Academy in Athens, along with a Master’s degree in the Manage-
ment of International Sports Bodies from the University of Lyon in France. She has a wealth 
of experience in various areas of the Olympic Movement, as a professor at several of the 
country’s universities, as a lecturer at the University of Lleida in Spain, and within the Inter-
national Olympic Committee. She has also dedicated a great deal of her life to supporting 
the advancement of women across all areas of sport, founded the Asociación Colombiana 
Mujer y Deporte (Colombian Association for Women and Sport) and has been a member of 
the International Working Group on Women and Sport since 1996. In the last five years, she 
has served as Advisor to the IX South American Games Medellin 2010, the Medellin bid for 
the 2018 Youth Olympics and, currently, the Coldeportes Board.

Samuel Azout
Samuel Azout is President of ‘Fútbol con Corazón’ (’Football with Heart’), an NGO he founded 
with the aim of building safe and healthy communities in Colombia, providing better life op-
portunities for vulnerable children, adolescents and young people, with a focus on reducing 
youth violence, preventing forced recruitment, and promoting gender equality. 

Born in Barranquilla, he holds a Bachelor’s degree in Economics from Cornell University 
(1981) and a Master in Public Administration from Harvard University (2007). Samuel held 
the position of CEO at the country’s second largest retailer, Carulla Vivero S.A., and served 
as a member of the Board of Ecopetrol, Almacenes Éxito, Bavaria Sab Miller, Aerorepública, 
Fundación Colombia and Fundación Pies Descalzos (Barefoot Foundation), Fundación Teji-
do Humano and Fundación Selección Colombia, among others. At the Fundación Carulla 
he founded the Aeiotu programme dedicated to early childhood development.

Samuel Azout also served as Senior Advisor for Social Prosperity to the President of Colom-
bia (2010-2011) and as Director of the Agencia Nacional para la Superación de la Pobreza 
Extrema (Colombian National Agency for Overcoming Extreme Poverty, ANSPE) (2011-2013).

José Manuel Azpiroz Bravo
Having obtained a Bachelor’s degree in Law from the Monterrey Institute of Technology and 
Higher Education, a Master’s degree in Public Administration and Public Policy from the 
University of York and a Chevening scholarship from the British government, José Manuel is 
Deputy Director-General of the Subsecretaría de Prevención y Participación Ciudadana de 
la Secretaría de Gobernación (Subsecretariat for Crime Prevention and Citizen Participation, 
Mexican Ministry of the Interior) and responsible for the Dirección General de Participación 
Ciudadana (Directorate-General of Citizen Participation). In this role, he coordinates the Na-
tional Strategy for the Prevention of Violence against Women and Children and the foot-
ball-based social prevention programme, ‘Glorias del Deporte’ (‘Sports Stars’).

At the think-tank Fundación Ethos (Ethos Foundation), he promoted leadership projects and 
grants for young people, along with projects aimed at building democracy and civil society. 
He has also served as an advisor for various government agencies, civil society bodies 
and United Nations offices. Within the academic sphere, he has lectured at the Monterrey 
Institute of Technology and Higher Education, Santa Fe Campus. He has also worked as an 
analyst with EfektoTV, Radio13 Noticias, UNO Noticias, the newspaper, ‘Más Por Más’, Let-
ras Libres, and Animal Político. He currently hosts the Televisión Mexiquense programme, 
‘Domicilio Conocido’ with Guadalupe Loaeza.

Speakers and moderators
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Mariana Behr 
In her current role as Head of Education, she is responsible for bringing Olympic and 
Paralympic values in sport and participation in the Games to schools across Brazil. Ms. 
Behr previously worked as Head of International Cooperation at ERTICO, where she led 
complex projects between various partners, funded by the European Commission, in-
volving private companies, governments and non-profit organisations. She also served 
as an advisor to the European Commission on future priorities, initiatives and internation-
al cooperation policies.

Mariana Behr holds a Master’s degree in Public Administration from the John F. Kennedy 
School of Government at Harvard University, as well as a Master of Business Administra-
tion from the UCLA Anderson School of Management. 

Andrés Botero Phillipsbourne 

Andrés Botero was born in Medellin on the 23rd of December 1945. He is a graduate 
of Stanford University in Mechanical Engineering. He heads the state regulatory body 
for sport in Colombia, the Departamento Administrativo del Deporte, la Recreación, la 
Actividad Física y el Aprovechamiento del Tiempo Libre (Administrative Department of 
Sport, Recreation, Physical Activity and the Use of Free Time, Coldeportes). He served as 
President of the Colombian Olympic Committee (COC) for three terms and is currently 
one among 107 active members of the International Olympic Committee. He also served 
as a member of the Coldeportes Board for 12 years and, during his time as President of 
the COC, between 1997 and 2009, Colombia won five Olympic medals, improved per-
formance in Olympic cycle events, and successfully organised the Bolivarian and Central 
American Games.

He also helped to set up the 2010 South American games. He was actively involved with 
water skiing as a competitor and winner and, following his retirement from the sport, 
served for eight years as President of its Federation, having been the national water ski 
slalom and ski jumping champion and river jet ski world champion for ten years running.

Raúl Chapado
His areas of specialisation include global management and strategic planning for major 
international sports projects, organisation and bidding for major sports events.

Raúl has performed Project Management roles, was the Operations, Project and Sports 
Director for the Madrid 2016 Olympic bid and Director-General of Sports for the Madrid 
2020 Olympic bid. This has enabled him to develop an excellent knowledge of the In-
ternational Olympic Committee, international sports federations, and sportspersons and 
companies around the world.

To his extensive professional knowledge can be added his experience as an elite athlete, 
multiple-time Spanish champion and participant in the Sydney 2000 Summer Olympics.
Raúl has served as President of the Asociación de atletas españoles (Association of 
Spanish Athletes), a founding member of the Asociación de Deportistas españoles (As-
sociation of Spanish Sportspeople) and the Mutualidad de Deportistas Profesionales 
(Mutual Society of Sports Professionals), as well as President of the Asociación Española 
de Deportistas Olímpicos (Spanish Association of Olympic Athletes).
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Mercedes Coghen
Having graduated in Law from the Complutense University of Madrid and obtained a 
‘Know-How’ Master’s degree in Legal Practice and a Diploma in Tourism, Mercedes 
Coghen currently serves as Director of Institutional Relations and Project Director for the 
Spanish Basketball Federation (FEB) and FEB CSR.

Mercedes was a gold medallist on the Spanish Field Hockey team at the Barcelona 1992 
Summer Olympics. She played 165 caps internationally with Spain’s national team and, 
at club level, won 12 Spanish League and Cup titles.

She has performed a number of roles within the hockey and sports world. She is cur-
rently Vice-President of the Real Federación Española de Hockey (Royal Spanish Hockey 
Federation) and previously served as President of the Executive Committee of the Wom-
en’s World Hockey Cup. She is also a member of the Laureus Foundation Board and a 
member of the jury for the Premios Nacionales del Deporte (Spanish National Sports 
Awards), having also been a member of the Spanish Olympic Committee since 1996, 
where she has participated in the Athletes’ and Women and Sport Commissions. She is 
also a Member of the Tribunal Español de Arbitraje jurídico (Spanish Arbitration Court). Of 
particular note among the many public activities she has performed in the sports world 
is her appointment as Chair for the Madrid 2016 Olympic bid and Director-General of 
Sports at the Ayuntamiento de Madrid (Madrid City Council).

Nelsa Curbelo
Nelsa is an expert in human rights, non-violence, and conflict resolution. She works with 
high-risk youth and advises on conflict management. She is the director of Ser Paz (Being 
in Peace) and a columnist for El Universo. She trained to become a teacher in Uruguay, 
studied Theology at the University of Toulouse and obtained postgraduate qualifications 
in Conflict Management at Santa María University. She is the author of the book ‘Con el 
pueblo de camino’ (‘With the People, On the Way’) and of multiple articles in journals and 
publications specialised in human rights, non-violence and conflict resolution in various 
Latin American countries.

Her work with the methodology of Fútbol Callejero en Educación para la Paz y la No-Vi-
olencia (Street Football in Education for Peace and Non-Violence) has spread across the 
globe, to the point that her name was featured at the Copa América de Fútbol Callejero 
(American Street Football Cup) held in Buenos Aires in May 2015. 

She is also the recipient of numerous accolades, among them the ‘Excelencia educativa 
Fundación Fidal’ (Foundation for the Integration and Development of Latin America Ed-
ucational Excellence) award (2010), having been named Woman of the Year on several 
occasions, and having twice been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. Nelsa is a social 
activist held in high esteem in Ecuador.
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Iván Dibós
Iván Dibós is a member of the International Olympic Committee, in particular respect to 
the following Commissions: Culture and Olympic Education (1988 to present), Women 
and Sport (2005 to present), and Radio and Television (2005 to present).

He has served as a company director, board member of industrial and commercial firms 
and banks, as Chairman of the Board for Canal 11 TV, Mayor of Lima (1993-1995), and 
both Vice-President (1997-2001) and President (2002 to present) of the Alliance Française.
As a sports leader, he has served as President of the Instituto Peruano del Deporte (Peru-
vian Institute of Sport) with the rank of Minister (2003 to 2006), Treasurer and member of 
the Peruvian Olympic Committee (1982 to present), and Olympic Solidarity course director 
of the Escuela Itinerante para Dirigentes deportivos (Itinerant School for Sports Adminis-
trators). He is currently Vice-President (2009 to present) of the World Taekwondo Federa-
tion (WTF) and Vice-President of the Panathlon Club Lima (1999 to present).

As a sportsman, he has held titles in rowing as Peruvian Champion, open class (1957-
1973), National Champion in the USA and Canada (1957-1959) and Masters Class Cham-
pion in Argentina, USA and Peru (1974-2000), as well as participating in the South Amer-
ican and Pan-American Games (1959-1974).

Bernardo de la Garza
He is a Certified Public Accountant, having graduated from the Monterrey Institute of 
Technology and Higher Education and obtained a Master of Business Administration 
from UCLA and a Master in Public Administration from Harvard University. He has held 
various posts within the public and private sector, most notably as Federal Deputy during 
the LVIII Legislature of the Mexican Chamber of Deputies and as Director of the Comisión 
Nacional de Cultura Física y Deporte (Mexican National Commission for Physical Culture 
and Sport) between 2008 and 2012, during which period Mexico gave outstanding per-
formances at the Guadalajara 2011 Pan American Games and London 2012 Olympics. 
Bernardo de la Garza is a permanent member of the Mexican Olympic Committee and 
currently serves as an advisor on physical activity and sports projects.

Jairo Giraldo Jiménez 
Jairo is Director of Communications at the Asociación Colombiana de Periodistas De-
portivos (Colombian Association of Sports Journalists, ACORD) in 2015. He previously 
worked as Sports Editor for the Bogota daily newspaper, El Siglo for 4 years, Sports Editor 
for the Bogota newspaper, El Tiempo for 7 years, and as Coldeportes’ Media and Com-
munications Director from 1989 to 2014.

He has served as Press Officer at several sports events, including for the Colombia del-
egation at the London 2012 Olympics and the Juegos Nacionales de Colombia (National 
Games of Colombia) for 5 editions. Jairo regularly serves as a speaker and coordinator 
for seminars on sports journalism and communications and as a reporting coordinator 
for sports programming on Colombian television.
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Emanuel Macedo de Medeiros 
Having obtained his Bachelor’s degree in Law from the University of Lisbon, postgrad-
uate qualifications in Sports Management from the Catholic University of Portugal and 
in Professional Sport Law from the University of Coimbra, since June 2014, Emanuel has 
served as CEO of ICSS (International Centre for Sport Security) Europe and ICSS Latin Amer-
ica and as a member of the ICSS Advisory Board. He has previously held distinguished 
positions in the world of football, serving as Director of Legal Affairs from 1993 to 2000 
and, from June 2000, Secretary-General of the Liga de Fútbol Profesional portuguesa 
(Portuguese Professional Football League), being a member of various committees and 
working groups at UEFA and FIFA. He was CEO of the European Professional Football 
Leagues (EPFL) between 2005 and 2014, likewise being responsible for the representa-
tion and articulation of the EPFL with FIFA, UEFA and other sports bodies or political insti-
tutions, such as the European Commission, European Parliament, Council of Europe and 
governments and parliaments. Emanuel also currently serves as a member of the Court 
of Arbitration for Sport in Lausanne, Switzerland.

Miguel del Mazo Salgado
Since 1993, Miguel has been in charge of the Programa de Escuelas Taller (Vocational 
Schools Programme), Support Unit to the Directorate for Cooperation with Latin Amer-
ica and the Caribbean of the Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional para 
el Desarrollo (Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation, AECID). He 
previously served as Director of the Programa de Escuelas Taller, Sociedad Estatal para 
la Ejecución de Programas para la Conmemoración del Quinto Centenario del Descu-
brimiento de América (State-owned Enterprise for the Implementation of Programmes 
to Commemorate the Fifth Centenary of the Discovery of America) and Director of three 
vocational schools under Alcobendas City Council (Madrid).

He graduated as an architect from the Technical University of Madrid and obtained post-
graduate qualifications in International Cooperation for the Development of Education, 
from the University of Barcelona. He then obtained a Master’s degree in European Com-
munity External Actions from the Charles III University of Madrid. He is a guest lecturer 
in Master’s and postgraduate classes at the Instituto Juan de Villanueva of the Superior 
Technical School of Architecture of Madrid, at the International University of Andalusia, 
Alfonso X El Sabio University and the Technical University of Valencia.

Ángela María Medellín Muñoz
A graduate in Architecture from the Pontifical Xaverian University (Bogota), specialising in 
Social Management and International Cooperation, she previously led the Standardisa-
tion and Design Department for the Popayán Municipal Planning Office and was respon-
sible for the city’s historical centre. She coordinates works, studies and workshops for 
the Fundación Escuela Taller de Popayán (Popayan Vocational School Foundation) and 
serves as Heritage Chair at the Fundación Universitaria de Popayán (Popayan University 
Foundation), Advisor to the Spanish Agency for International Development Cooperation 
(AECID) on Jamaica and Hebron (Palestinian territories), and Guest Lecturer on the Mas-
ter’s degree programme in Natural and Cultural Heritage, 7th Module Speaker, at the 
International University of Andalusia in Baeza, Jaen, Spain. 

She currently coordinates the Programa Nacional Escuelas Taller de Colombia – Herra-
mientas de Paz (Colombian National Vocational Schools Programme - Tools for Peace) 
within the Colombian Ministry of Culture’s Heritage Department.

She lives and works in Bogota, Colombia.
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Beatriz Mejía
A graduate in Business Administration, with a Master’s degree in Development and a 
background in social management in Colombia. She has been involved with the govern-
ment sector, third sector and operations with international bodies, in the field of public 
safety and security, peacebuilding processes and post-conflict development. She has 
since worked as a national and international consultant, programme director and faculty 
and extension course lecturer in the same fields. She is currently Executive Director of the 
Grupo Internacional de Paz (International Peace Group), an organisation of which she is 
co-founder. In 2014, her profile was featured by the United Nations Regional Centre for 
Peace, Disarmament and Development in Latin America and the Caribbean (UNLIREC) in 
Fuerzas de Cambio II: Reconociendo la Contribución de las Mujeres de América Latina 
y el Caribe al Desarme (Forces of Change II: Recognizing the Contribution of Latin Amer-
ican and Caribbean Women to Disarmament).

Massimiliano Montanari
Massimiliano is Chief of Cabinet for the President’s Office within the International Centre 
for Sports Security and Executive Director of the Save the Dream initiative. 

Massimiliano has an extensive background at the United Nations in the field of securi-
ty and the fight against terrorism, with a particular focus on major international sports 
events. More specifically, he was in charge of international policies, diplomacy, social 
innovation and design of multi-sectoral programmes within the United Nations Interre-
gional Crime and Justice

Mabel Mosquera Mena
Colombian sportswoman born in the Chocó department and based in the city of Bu-
caramanga since 1980. She began weightlifting in the year 2000. Her track record is as 
follows:

- Bronze medallist at the Athens 2004 Olympics (Greece)
- Pan American gold medallist, setting a new record in snatch and clean and jerk
- Central American gold medallist, setting a new snatch record
- South American medal winner with three records
- Bolivarian runner-up
- National champion in 2000 and 2004

Academic training: qualified as a specialist in Sports Management from the Universidad 
de Santo Tomás and pursing a Master’s degree in Organisation Management (third se-
mester) at the Cooperative University of Colombia. 

Qualified in Physical Culture, Sport and Recreation. Undergraduate faculty teacher in 
Physical Education, Sport and Recreation. Trainer for the Liga Santandereana de levanta-
miento olímpico (Santander Olympic Weightlifting League). 
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Nadia Moreno
Nadia Moreno is Sport-for-Development Senior Officer for the A Ganar (Let’s Win) pro-
gramme led by Partners for the Americas. A Ganar utilises football and other sports 
to help young people aged between 16 and 24 in Latin America and the Caribbean to 
find work, develop entrepreneurial skills, or re-enter the formal education system. Nadia 
graduated from Emory University with a degree in Political Science and Sociology. Nadia 
is currently completing a Master’s degree in Sport as a Tool for Social Co-existence and 
Conflict Resolution as offered by the Open University of Catalonia in conjunction with 
UNESCO and the FC Barcelona Foundation. Before joining the A Ganar team, Nadia led 
programmes in Soccer in The Streets in Atlanta, USA and acted as a Social Worker for the 
Fundación Fundem in Bogota, Colombia. Nadia has extensive experience in community 
outreach work and is a firm believer in the power of sport to transform lives.

León Felipe Oliver Arévalo
León Felipe qualified in psychology and completed postgraduate training in Personal 
and Family Development with the University of La Sabana in Bogota. He is a family and 
adolescent psychotherapist with over 15 years’ experience in the Social Sector. He is cur-
rently Regional Director for the Cartagena branch of the Fundación Colombianitos (Little 
Colombians’ Foundation), leading the programme ‘Goles para una Vida Mejor’ (’Goals 
for a Better Life’). He is also proficient in managing high-impact social projects, aimed at 
highly vulnerable communities and those struggling with community problems.

Juan Carlos Peña Quintero
A Colombian born in Medellin, Antioquia, Juan Carlos is the current Deputy Director of 
Coldeportes. As a dental practitioner with postgraduate training in Sports Management 
and Administration, he has dedicated his life to sport, representing his country on the na-
tional volleyball team in the 1977 World Youth Volleyball Championships and coming 8th. 
He has performed roles in sports leadership, most notably as Vice-President of the Fed-
eración Colombiana de Tiro con Arco (Colombian Archery Federation). In the last decade 
he has occupied high-level positions within national government and the governing au-
thorities of major Colombian cities. He has worked in Bogota as Director of Recreational 
and Sports Culture within the Secretaría de Cultura, Recreación y Deporte (Department 
of Culture, Recreation and Sport), as Deputy Technical Director of Sports and Recreation 
at the Instituto Distrital para la Recreación y el Deporte (District Institute for Sports and 
Recreation), as Advisor to the Minister of Culture, as Assistant Managing Director of the 
Instituto Departamental de Deportes de Antioquia (Antioquia Departmental Institute of 
Sport) in Medellin, and as a university professor for more than 17 years.
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Lisa Solmirano
Having graduated in Communications Studies from the University of Buenos Aires, she 
obtained postgraduate qualifications in Public Policy Management from the Latin Amer-
ican School of Social Sciences (FLACSO) and a Master’s degree in International Coop-
eration from the National University of General San Martín (UNSAM). Her professional 
background is in the area of social organisations, firstly in public safety and security 
and human rights and then in youth and social inclusion. She has coordinated funds 
from the European Union, Inter-American Development Bank, Canadian Embassy and 
the Fundación Avina (Avina Foundation), along with donations from companies and local 
and national government authorities. She currently serves as Executive Director of the 
Fundación Fútbol para el Desarrollo (Football for Development Foundation, FUDE). She 
taught at the University of Buenos Aires, producing publications and participating in con-
ferences and seminars related to social sciences, particularly in respect to international 
social movements, media representation and international cooperation. She focused 
primarily on themes concerning youth, gender, reducing poverty and conflict resolution. 
She was nominated as a speaker for the TEDxBuenosAires event in 2011. Her talk went 
live on the global TED platform in September 2011.

Halimy Sugve
Social commentator and journalist with particular emphasis on journalism, for which she 
obtained her degree from the Institución Universitaria Politécnico Grancolombiano.

Halimy works in Colombia for Corresponsables, a reference resource for responsible 
practices in Latin America. 

Pedro Velázquez Hernández 
Currently serving as Director of Social Innovation and Empowerment at the ICSS, he is re-
sponsible for developing initiatives and projects under the Save the Dream programme. 
Until November 2014, he pursued a career at the European Commission, within the fields 
of sport and communications in particular. He was directly responsible for preparing the 
2007 European Union White Paper on sport and, following implementation of the Treaty 
of Lisbon, for the Commission communication ‘Developing the European Dimension in 
Sport’ (2011) assigning more importance to the EU’s new competence in sport. He previ-
ously managed and coordinated the European Year of Education through Sport 2004. In 
the public communication sphere, he was in charge of launching communication cam-
paigns on the European Union’s new programmes for the 2014-2020 period: Erasmus 
+ in the areas of youth, education and sport and Creative Europe for the cultural and 
audio-visual sectors. Pedro holds a Master in European Sport Governance from the Paris 
Institute of Political Studies, Sciences Po.

José Carlos Velázquez Jiménez
Born in Mexico City, he holds a Marketing degree from the Monterrey Institute of Technol-
ogy and Higher Education. As a sports entrepreneur, he has been involved in different 
areas such as media, retail, venues, sports brands, professional athletes and teams, 
and organising national and international events. This social entrepreneur launched a 
social movement in response to finding solutions to issues affecting Mexico, such as 
childhood obesity and violence.

As President of the Fundación para el Desarrollo del Deporte Escolar (Foundation for 
the Development of Sport in Schools, FUDDE), he represents Mexico in dealings with the 
International School Sport Federation. Through FUDDE he is joining forces to encourage 
civil society to play a more proactive and enterprising role rather than a critical one. He 
designed the Liga Mexicana de Barrios (Mexican Districts League) Programme through 
which to set up Torneos de Convivencia Deportiva (Tournaments for Social Harmony in 
Sport) in state schools seeking to develop social values in children through sport; thereby 
strengthening the process of preventing violence and crime.


